
3d cad modelling

I can describe tangency and calculate distance between centres….…………………..

I can draw items using the principle of tangency…………………….……………………………

I can describe and draw auxiliary projection views….……….…….……….……….……………

I can draw items that interpenetrate and their surface developments…………….……...

I can describe tolerances and calculate tolerances for components….……………………….

I can correctly apply British Standard symbols for building and mechanical systems…..

I can analyse and create complex sectional views correctly………………………………………….

I can create clear, accurate and detailed production drawings without assistance………..

I can describe the terms PCD, scale, pitch and orientation……………………………………………..

I can identify the design principles: aline, shape, texture, value, mass, alignment, balance, con-

trast, depth, dominance, emphasis, proportion, rhythm, unity/proximity…….…….………….

I can use DTP software to create effective layouts in response to a plan or brief……………….

I can use describe and use pre-press final-copy layouts…………….……………………….……………….

I can create graphics and images to suit the needs of a DTP layout……………….……………………

I can identify and describe DTP terms; drop caps, leading, text wrap, flow text, bleed, pull quote,

transparency, drop shadow, justification, reverse, column, gutter, caption and folio…………………….

I can describe RGB, CMYK, Spot-Colour and colour theory………………………………………………….

I can analyse commercial layouts for DTP features and techniques and suggest improvements…

I can describe different printing technologies and their merits…………………………………………..

I can describe the terms SVG, JPEG, PNG, vector, raster, resolution, DPI and PPI.….………….

I can use the extrude command to add or subtract material………….…….…….…….…………….

I can use the revolve command on a connected or offset axis………….…….…….…….…………

I can use the helice command to make coils or springs forms……….…….….…….……………..

I can use the loft command to create models that change from one shape to another……….

I can use the extrude-along-path to create models that twist and flow………………………

I can describe the terms offset, workplane, datum, STEP and DXF……………….…………..

I can describe top-down and bottom-up modelling…………………………………………………

I can sketch modelling plans to describe modelling techniques…………………………….

I can create complex 3D CAD models with more than 5 parts…………………………….

I can animate 3D models to convey details…………………………………………………..

I can manually illustrate surfaces, materials and textures…………………………

I can use 3D CAD illustration software to assign materials realistically…..

I can create scenes and contexts to place 3D CAD models………………….

I can create and apply surface textures of my own design……………..

I can render scenes and illustrations to a suitable resolution……..

I can download and upload 3D CAD models and textures………
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